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AS educatorsew/We w :*dismayed bmo_the seemingly large number of,young

A 17

fommunication handicapped ch who eAkbit often signific4nt deficits.in listening

skills and comprehension.. We '.obServed; 41q one mightexpect, that children who
I ' '; _*%4' '

do pot receive adequate i tert e 4dh ,tq facitlitate listening skills, often tend to
a

_
M.A.Olga Hrycake A

Teacher; ,.
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ClaSs

. Prindeton Regional Schools
Princeton, N.J.

exhibit similar deficits When they.beOin reapng4land are confronted with written

t
.comprehension tasks. Numerous re archers uch as"Stevenson (1972) have i(lentified

, . h
.

1iStening skills as critical to the:lc...hint -yroce5s. Elements of listening skills

include organizational and meaning No Almivaf2i:ncoming information and the later

tAlt.---- ttretrievalofirnportantunitSoftha-anzallation.Problems
in thii area appear to be

` .. 16/1-._:
linked to difficulties such as attending,and relating4to incoming stimuli,- in

organizing and making sense of th8tinf6rmation, al in the storage and retrieval of
°

Critical elements as opPbsed to unnecessary detags. The authors have attempted to

address these problems through the development of an experiential based listening and

reading comprehension program (LARC). The purpose of this paper is to didcuss the

elementS of the program, to provide literature support for its components, and
_

finally to describe the results of a pilot study which tested the program procedures

with two groups of communication handicapped,children between the agep of five and

seven and nine and eleven. Communication handicapped children who present deficits

.
S

in receptive language and/or expressive language skills appear to be particularly

vulnerable to comprehension difficulties.

In 1976, Kintsch offered the premise that the com rehension process is the

same whether information is listened to or read. It would eem logical, tharefore,

that an all-encompassinicoMprehension program should employ unifying;systematic

strategy to facilitate both listening comprehension and, later, reading comprehension/.

Skills. A review of numerous commercially available compr ension programs,. conducted'

by the authors,'was disappointing in this respect. Furthe more, these additional

shortcomings were noted:
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'1).Adequate listening/attending behaviors: are presume

to be.present,

2) Organization of program content often lacks apparent
strate es to help..children organize and retrieve
salie elemento,

3) Program content ar removed from theLere
and now rezAity of "Children, and_often appears

insufficient toaro d maintain interest and

attention,
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4) Most programs are designed for(se on an individual'
rather than a small group basi

Most Progralils lack 'the potential for. on -going

integrationof their contentintoclassrooM
learning units.

The LARC'program was developed to counter these program limitations in a

motivating and systematic way.

Several precepts guided the authors in developing the LARC's procedural

elements and should b noted. It was felt that a carefully designed framework which

could 4ommodate individual differences would be far more functional and meaningful

than a pre-packaged "cookbook" program. Further, since children talk about, and

.understand best, things they themselves have done and are familiar with, these should

be accommodated in the framework, Finally, since childrenetter oomprehend

:information phrased in language with' which they are familiar (Spache, 1973), this

language shOUld be included in the'Content.

The resulting:LARC program framework,
_ _ _ _ _ _

and attending skills, translates children's own recent personal experiences into

/uniformly sequenced story episodes. The episodes-orstOries are subsequently read'
,

aloud to children during a listening time each day. Questions of z literal and, later,-

of an inferential nature'follow'each story. Meaningful content IS graded in levels of

difficUlty from simple and concrete toecoMplex 4nd abStract; The presented

comprehension experiences move from oral onIy.to pre' and written., The orgenilation

Of each story episode remains constant throughout the three program paltS While.

increasing in length and complexity.. The resulting LARC program format is as follows,

after establishing adequate listening

(see Table a)-

PART 'I ) establishes adequate listening/attending skills

via the presentation of pictures, the use of veibal orienting directives aAd

continuous social and token reinforcement.



Baseline

Testing
Step 1

Orienting.. sit, fold hands,

phaSe

(10 second trials)

Step 1

THE LARC PROGRAM' SEQUENCE

MMIMMOMMI

Question. lodk and'listen

l'hase 'plus answer'

yes/no question's

about story event;

attempt ,and

consequence

PART III Step 1

TABLE 1

Step'.2

same plrq

look at

pictlire

(10 second trial)

Step 2'

look and listen

plus answer

multiple choice

(2 choice) questions

("Who", :"What",and

"Wheri" forms) ,

Step 3

same plus

listen to 30-50

word story and

look at picture

look and listen'

plus,generate:

answers to "wh",

vegtiOng rwhe;

"What", and "Where"

forms)

Bridging look_ and listen to

Phase 100-120 word stories -

generate answers

about story event,

plan, internal

'response, attempt

consequence aria

reaction

same plus

answer

inferential

questions

("Who", "What", 1: "Where,

Post

T(sting

"When", "How"; 114hy")

read story and answer ;

Written comprehension,

questions

i ate.

116

same,plus

read commercially

available, complementary

story - answer

written comprehension

questions

4 /
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PART II (THE QUESTION PHASE) introduce two simple, single episode stories
.

. .

based on experiences -the children in, the group ha e had earlier in the day. A teacher-- ,

. ldrawn picture depicting the story epiSode.accomlianies each reading. Questions 'about-,,

.4.' 'the.event, the-attempt and the 'consequence are gIadually
t
built in, in 61e following,

Page, 3

sequence:
, .

) YeS/NOConten -questions

2) Multiple choice (2 choice) content questions (question
forms include "Whee:"what", ancr'whete")

3r Content questions which require the listenerS_tO generate
the correct response (question fOrmsinclUde "who", what".,
and "where")

The sequence of "wh" question forms was ada ted from the research of

Ervin-Tripp and Miller 0977).

PART III = (THE BRIDGING PHASE) builds on the elements of PART IT and inclUdeS

the following extensions:

1)"Storie ecome, more abstract, complex, and longer while
continuing to be based inpersonal experience.,

2) Content comprehension questions.now may include;; as
appropriate, the fort4 of'"why", "when", and "hog".

3) The listening comprehension experience is supplemented
with_complementZry, commercially available reading
material with written comprehension questions.

4) Inferential questions' are gradually built in.

The organizational structure for the story episodes-was adapted from recent

research in theacquisition of story grammar (Stein and Glenn, 1979). The macro-

structUre of each teacher=- generated story episode contained'the follOwinglinformational

units in the order presented: A setting, an initiating event, an idternal plan and/or

_internal iFsponser an attempt, a consequenceodnd a reaction (see Chart I). Children's,

activiies were transformed by their teacher into this format daily..; The setting

serves to establish the story's time and 0 place, as weil as to introduce the

protagonist(s) (main character(s). The vitiating event introduces the event,

,situation,or activity wkichthe protagonist encounters. The internal response notes

the feeling or thoughts the protagonist has which will lead him toltake.action. The

internal plan, similUx to the internal response notes the protagonist's decision
( -

regarding any action he will take. The attempt, documents what the protagonist does.
A_

The consequence reveals the outcomes) of the protagonist's attempt. The reation

notes the emotional response(s) of the protagoniSt to the above sequence of vents-.

_c
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The store grammar approach was chosen for the LARC program in 4n effort to

provide children with a logicaI'and-consistent frame of` reference for organizing
.

information. 'The research of Stein and Glenn (1978 1 on story grammar suggestethat

a story's 614sodic structure corresponds to the child's logical organization pfAat _

.

information in memory. Mandler 'and Johnson (l977)' further note that people develap
I

a story schemaCA set of expectationS about the internal Structure of stories: ThiS
-

schema, -which serves to facilitate encoding and retrieval, is Constructed from two

sources: 1) by listening to m#ny stories, thereby increasing knowIedie of the

sequence of events in dtories (or how they typically begin and end, etc.);and
_ .

2) through experience which serves to increase knowledge of causal relationships

various kinds of action sequences (Plandler and Johnson, 1977).

and

Training in drawing inferences was built into PART III as a result of

research findings related to the importance of ehe inferential process in comprehension

(Hansen and Pearsonk 1980). Schanks (in Warren, Nicholas and Trabasso, 1975) notes

that meaning is primary to comprehension and that the derivation of meaning involves

two pFocesdes: 1) the application 'of knowledge and; 2) the drawing of inferences.

According to Schanksi Inferencesserve two fyictions; to.aid an individual to fill in

missing slots in:the structure, and:to:serve as'a Connector, enabling an individual

to relate represented events at a,higher or4anzAional level. Hansen and Pearson

(198Q) suggest that given considerable practice:chrldren's ability tb draw inferences.

may improVe. They further suggest that if educators were to ask more integrative

rather than basic content questions, children might develop a-mindset of interpretatiOn

as opposed to justattendingto.the simple recall df facts. Research seems to indibate

that young children do have the memory capacity and the ability to draw Inferences.
A,

Theirlack.df Prior:knowIedgej however; appears to limit their ability to draW an

inference in a specific instance. Singe our program-is foundedOn children's

personal experiences, it apPeared.reasonable'that-interence training'would bea.

logical LARC inclusion. As a thedretical base for this training, We haVe adapted a

taxonomy of inferences employed by children in.the comprehension prdcesS as proposed

by Warren,'Nicholas and Trabasso (1976)

It is most important to point out that the object

questions asked in PARTS I I and III is for the child to recall thecritica l story

elements. It is not the primary intention of the program to teach.children to respond

of the ,-pomprehension

to each'"whguestion type.- Not all the suggested question forms may be'empIoyed in

every story. QueStions'are asked as the story content dictates. If; for example, in

a particularstory a "where" question would not elicit a critical story element,. no

"where" question is asked.
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METHOD AND'PROCEDURES

C

0.

Tage 5

The studyWas conducted with'two groUpsof communication handicapped children

of-differing-language-abilities PARTS Land II were _utilized with six- subjects
. .1

between the ages of five and seven. These Subjects attend-sci6ain a self-Contained

classroom at the Communication,Disorders DemonStration Program at Montclair 8tate

College (MSC) in New Jersey. This group, hereby referred to as the MSC group,- present

receptive language deficits of between one and three years below expected leirels, and

expressive language deficits of between two and'four years below expected levels.

Handicapping conditions such as neurological impairment or mental retardation
,- .71

accompany the language, impairment in five:out of the sixsubjeCt

PART.iII of the 'program was utilized with agroup o; four children between

the ages of. nine and eleven. These children attend-a class for communication handl-

capped children in the Princeton Regional Schools4Princeton, N.J. and are.mainstreamed

for all special subjects. ,These children,,hereby_referred to as the Printeton Groupv,

were more advanced in academic achievement and language skills-than tie MSC Group.

9 'Receptive language deficits ranged from one to two years below expebted levels.
.

Expre'ssive language deficits ranged from one.to three years below expected leels.

AlL,of the subjects could decode at a minimum of a mid-second grade level.

PART I ORIENTING PHASE

The first part-of the program was designed to establish the attending' behwAors

that ate prereguigites to listening to asstOry; Children were trained, to sit on chairs

without talking while looking af.a picture.and'listening to a Story; :Theirhands were

folded to eliminate. competing behaviors ticll'as touching other children.

The six children in MSC:Group sat in chairs around wkidney7shaped '

table facing two adUltsithe presenter and the.recorder; Adults sat in the same.'

positions each day, bUt children were ftee.to choose their seats; The presenter.

introduced each session by reminding the children that it was "Li- stening Time". The

behaviorg corresponding to the current program step were reviewed.. The group wasi-
,

judged to be prepared to progress, to the.next step,When four out of six - children"

pprformed with 80% accuracy for two consecutive days. Children included in this part

were rewarded with potato. chips and Stickers for appropriate behaviors. The use of
,

these rewards was gradually diminished.

Step 1: "Sit, han0g folded, no talking."

The first step. entatled an attempts by the presenter to begin each

of ten trials per session with all children conforming to.the desired behaviors.

.
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ild who bad difficulty remaining seatea was positioned between the presenter and
. ..

.

recorder, which _prevented him from.standing_u0.. When .a child did not follow a

direction,,his name was called Ike and the direction was repeated. Following that

repetitin,.all inappropriate behaviors were ignored: The preSeriter signaled the

start of each ten -Second trial bye nod of'hef bead and a harid motion. The reOor er

tuned each-trial and signaled the end.. The presenter immediately praised the chil

.1 Page

-who performed correctly-'by saying, their names and "Good sitting and listening", while

the recorder marked'a + or - for each child,on the data sheet. After eachtfial, the is'

-
Sticker Chart was presented and each successful child received a stickef to place on

the chart, 'Or. a potato Chip (indicated by "P" On the Sticker Chart). .A continuous

schedule of reinforcement was -used.' The chilclien did not know until,the end of each

trial Whether the reward for that trial would be a Chip or a sticker. A shaping
-

procedure in:which each ,child,receiVed a "Special Gold.Sticker" and a potato' chip
.. -

at thaw end of the
.

session-for 50% success was utilized:
,

. p
A

Stei=21 "Look at the picture"
. .

All procedures -followed during Step I were continued, but-the

presenter added thedirection, at the picture", as different, large commercially
.

, , - .

available picfures (Dunn and Smith;. l966, ling, 1978)*were held up for each "bistening

Time".- When' praised,'childre6 were.told/ Good., looking and listening." By the

completion of Step 2, children Were reinforced for IO0i success on a given day..
. -

Step' 3: ."Listen to the story"E. .

Two thirty-td-fifty word stories based on the children!s experiences

school that day were writted in-the prescribed story grammar format. A simple
'1 .

p4tute was drawn to accortipany each story. later the same day, at "tbstening'Timp,

pie direction "Listen, to the story" was added to the prior directions. 'A revised
tto., . f

"Sticker Chart"With.S )epacesfor two trials and the "Special. Stickee.was
I b.

utiiized.- :By the completAon of Step 3, only'stitkers and praise were used to reward
;*.

children followingeach trial,

.4, _

, '

,

PAR II - QUESTION PHASE ,

,

The second part of-the program providedthe children with continued' exposure,
_.7.,

story grammar format.andinted'comprehension.questions'. .i.nree questions,.

an vent Question', an Attempt Question, and a Consequence QaeStion were easke followingoow
,

eac scory. ,Sample quest; of thetype the children would be asked about the story
A

presented to introduce each program Step. addition to_the directiona .

.
.

administered, in PART I, the children were told,"I'W.goinq'tO'askyou same questions:

'abut the story. Listen carefully:and think about the story, so you can answer the
ffff

-i .

. ,

'qiestiond."
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After the Story was read, the presenter praised children who behered

appropriately, byrsaying their'names and "Good looking and listening", while the

recorder marked the Data Sheet (see Chart 2). 'The picture was removed. 'Then the...,

Event Question was asked, and an individual was called to respond. The respondent's

Pameimmediately f011owed.the question. Since children did not Rflowvihen they would

be chosen; this procedure secured group attention. When the respondent_ answered.

correctly, he was praised. When an incorrect response was given, the presenter stated

.ithe correct answer. Following the individUaI response, the question was repeated

: and a group response was elicited. The presenter cued the group by saying, "Now it's

everyone's turn." After asking the question, the presenter's head nodded to signal

the group's response in unison. This group response pattern was implethented to

provide practice for every child without taking the time fora several individual
-

responses and to maintain the group's interest (EngeImanni 'Osborn and En9eImann, 1969).

The question prd!tdure followed each story, and at the end of the session the Sticker

,Chart was presented.
/

)Step 1: Yes/No Qdestioiid

The first question forms introduced were those-answerable by

yes/no respOnse, such as, "Did Ben find a new toy in school today? - Yes or No."

OccisiOnally; :"Was" questions were used; For example; "Was Steven's job,to4ake

attendance? - Yes or No." Children-were rewarded with stickers following ea ft story
. -

and a "Special Gold Sticker" and at potato chip at the end of the session.
. ,

Step 2: Choice ,Questions-

The predoriiinant questiobs were simple "who" and "what"'queStions,

(see dhart 3). Typical questions were, "Who did not have a Speech teacher today?

.-Michael or Howard?",, and, "What did Howard want,to do? 'Have/Speech or have.Music?"-

"Where" questions tieres asked infrequently; as place was-rarely an important element.4

of the story,at this'level, Since most activities occurred in one classroom. Sometimes

the consequence of the story involved going someplace. Then a "Where" question like,

"Where dikthe boys go? Outside or to Gym" would be presented. Following the first

story, children received a checkmark on,the Stiper Chart. After the second,story,

children were given a sticker to piLe on the Chart: Children who met the-criteria

of 100% success received a ,"Special".GOld Sticker" and a handshake in place of the

potato chip.

Step "Wh".Questions -Na:ChoiceS

Simple Nho"'; "What ", and'"Where"Cluestions.were asked during Step 3i

bUt the dhllaren.weremot provided with a.choice of answers. ,Thisrequired that the
- 4-

.1

" P.;
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..
, - -_.children recall the information 'from th story and generate a verbal response.: Due tc

__ ___ ________

''f
population;the severe expressive langlkge difficUlties.charatteristic of our population, questions.

were developed thatnecessitated:only one or two word responses. When a child.alearly
_ _

demonstrated knowledge of.the aorrectrespanP0 through gesturing; that response. was

accepted and labeled.verbally for the child; Now children received CheckMarkt

following eadh story, and continued to get "Special Gold Stickers" andhandshakes at

the end.afthe,sossion. All procedures. outlined for theQUESTION ITASE remained the

'same:

BRIDGING' PHASE

In the thiXd part of the LARC Program, the four children in the Princeton
,

GXoup listened to'stories based an'their "hands-on" experiences. The activities were

part of an ongoing. Science Unit. The stories were longer than those inPARTS I and II,

ranging from one hundred to one,hundred twenty words and were'coniistent with, the

story grammar format (see Chart, 4). Children were aSkeV More comprehension questions
e gi .

than the three presented in PART'II and a-taider variety of,question formS were included .=
,

"Who", "What", "Where"; "When", "How"( "Why" (sed,Chart.5)i
)

On the day fallowing the "Listening Time" story presentatiOn, a ritten copy .

,

of the story with thecomPrehenSion questions would be Presented to each child. This
Y . . . .

flormed an assignment on the child's individual contract and was_ read ,Silently and
':--

,:i_camp ted independently.

n c,

Chiren participating in part of the prograi were rewarded Nith.social,

e and the teacherys signature bi-the.carresponding assi5mment (Langulag:4 or

Reading) on their work contract.
g

'Step' l: Read Try and Answer Written ComprehenSion Questions

A story about a Science activity was generated by the teacher and

preSented'to the group later in the day at:"Listening Time." Children were directed

to,sit quietly the round table and listen to the speaker. The teacher paused

during the reading if the children were notquieb.

After the story as read; individuals. were asked oomprehengion.

-questions pertaining to each "of tire' following six categoxie - Event, Respanse4:Plan,

AtteMpt,Consequence, and 'Reaction. Since;_four"children participayed; each Child'

'Was asked one and two questionsi.respeCtiVely, on alternating. days. The teacher
, , _ _ _

reCarded.responses.on a worksheet (see Chart 6), and then tranSfetted.theM- to a

Data Sheet (see Chart 7) at-her' convenience.?

The nextnext day; when the story; presented initten fOrm4:
,

difficult words were reviewed with the..group4 and the children.therrproceeded tp:

complete the worksheet independentlY. The teacher recorded the children's ,responses



and then corrected errqrs.on,the worksheet with each-Child: The. teacher direqpect.th
_

Chilektt the section-of thOtorycontaining the. nswer. If the child was still-

unableto answercorrectlyftthe ^teacher Supplied the ansWer.'

Thegrogp.was considered ready to progress to the next step en'
1

three:out o' four'children performed with:751taccuracy:for two consecutive days n 2

both the'Listening'Zime," and Reading COMpkehension components;
.

- ..1

) Step 2:jInfierential Questions,

Two inferential questions were added to the listening and'reading

6mprehenSion questiohs (see Chart 8). The inference questions were based on the

= content of the; story 'The types of inferences varied from one story to thenext.

Other procedures remained the same:

Str.p$3: Complementary.CommerciaIly AvailableStorY

Procedures remained the same for the program components desCribed.

Step's and! 2, but7at this time a CompleMentary written story was presented on' the

dayafteithe children ctipletd.th6 eXperience-based stony worksheet. To increase,.

the'childthneontent bank, the Stories' elaborated on a concept explored during the

"hands-on" activity. The complementary stories were chosen from,published supple-.
mentary reading materials (Stone and'Burton, 1960) already available'within the schipl.

. .The selections cdnsistently included .a brief information-giving story,.followed by

six comPrehension questions. These stories and questions did not ad e to the.

story grammar framework followed in the teacher-written stories and questions.

RESULTS

Data on the children's comprehension abilities was collected before and after

the three month pilot study.was conducted. Our results indicated that five out of six

participants in the MSC Grow answered more questions correctly'on the Spache Diagnostic

Reading Scales, Listening Comprehengion Subtest at the 1.6 Grade Level (see Table 2).

Fifty percent of:the
.

group.improved one to two grade levels on the!Clinical Evaluation
,

of Language Functions (CELF), Diagnostic Battery, Processin§'Spoken Paragraphs

Subtest (Semgl and Wiigi 1980). /

The CELFAcreening Test (Semel and Wiigl./1980) was administe d \p the"
. .

Princeton. Group, InA the MSC Group was unable to follow ,the directions as prescribed
1. . \

in the _manual. In the Princeton Grcap,-substantial improvement was noted on the

Processing sedtion, but not Produation. Percentile ranks on thp Plocessing Section

increased dramaticaIly_in uses; while-only .one child' improved slightly in

. Production (see Table 3).-'
, .
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SUBJECTS
.111.a.morawros.

#1

ft2

6*.7,

LISTENING

GRADE 1. 6'

3

CELF

,SPOKEN

PARAGRAPH

#4

_C.A.: 7=9

#5

C.A.: 5-11

#6

C.A.: 6-7

K

+2

TALE 2

Jq

.

Pre to Post Test changes for subjects trained in PARIS I an& 11

SPACEE - changes (+ or -) in number of questions answered corkeCtly.from pre to post testing

CELE - changes in attained grade levels from pre to post tdStingt;



Toti Scor

Pre Post

TABLE 3

Pre to Post Test changes for subjects trained in PART III

DURRELL - changes (+ or -) in number of vestiotanswered
correctly from pre to post teSting.

CELF SCREENING - number of questions answered rrectly and corresponding percentile rank for pre and post testing
'CELE SliEN PARAGRAPH - changes in attained grade levels from pre to, post testing

7;
14

1
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Three out of four participants in the Princeton Group improved more than

three grade leirelsn the CELF, Processing Spoken Paragraphs SubteSt.

On the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty, Oral Reading, Silent Reading,,,,.

and Listening Comprehension Subtests, all participants' in the Princeton Group answered

more questions correctly on the post tests. Three out of four children made a

minimum gain of one grade level on all Subtests.

Section.

. Observations of additional changes have been detailed in the Discussion
.

DISCUSSION

This pilbt study examihed the effects of an experience-based sequential

training program in listen g and reading comprehension op)t1//o groups of communication

. handicapped chfidren. ReIatin the results to the*speciaC;needs this program was

designed to address, the following observations can be Mace.

PART I of the program effectively trained the prerequisite attending skills

or

1.0

.listening, while the primary food reinforcer was easilYfaded within four se

training s.essions. Children were observed spontaneously using the carrier hrases

. given as cues in the program to verbally medite their behaviors during post test
C

administration and in their classroom, when directed to listen. As a result of their .

internalization'of, these cues, increased eye contact was observed during the post testb,

though no direction to look was given.

A factor affecting the children's attention in the Orienting Phase of the

)LARC Program was the type of commercial picture presented. Simple, common children's

subjects, devoid of action or visual complexity, did not consistently maintain the

group's atteAtion. This population initially had difficulty inhibiting their impulse

to call out the name of the object when pictures of simple objects were presented;

Novel, action-oriented pictures and those of unusual,_ imaginary characters did not

elicit verbal responses as often and secured visual attention more effectively.

The LARC Program utilized a uniform story and question format to assist

children in organizing and retrieving critical story elements; Adults with minimal

training easily generated stories in the prescribed format using the forms developed

for this purpose.

Several interesting observations were made pertaining to the effects of the

organization of grogram content on the MSC group; Though story and question structure

remained the same; children achieved a higher rate of success in answering questions

about action-oriented stories than abbut those relating a dialogue, This iS probably
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due tO the more concrete nature of the action- oriented stories. Teachers further

report ga that children demonstrated a heightened awarenessof,tfle need to foIlow.a

question with a reply. This was evidended by their re-fugal to continue with group.,

discussion when a question remained unanswered and heir urging mrs to reTmd,when

a question was posed. During the latter stages of the Qdeetion Phase and post test

administration some children appeared.to engage in more reflective thinking behavior,

commenting, "Wait, I'm thinking." Children also requested repetition of vestions

they were unable to respond to inititllY. These latter tWc.behaviors were not observed

during pre-test administration.
A .

During this pilot study, efforts were directed towards determining the.most
_

effective technique for training children who repeatedly failed a particular' question

typl. It was not helpful to bombard children with question p they consistently answered

Incorrectly. Presenting, arange of question types to all children on a random basis

appeared to provide benefits from peer modeling and more freq ntly improved the.

performance of the participants.

As a result of thit pilot study, a need or further exploration in the areas

of pro giA organization and procedure was determine:1. 'First,-Tve-testing needs to

include SHmeasure of the children's ability to' answer\ "why questions -prior to program _

implementation. This would_enable the authors to determine whether LARC increases

. the children's ability to answer "wh" questions in addition torecalling story content.

It would be interesting to study the effects of reading the story twice

beforethe children answer the questions, rather than once as in t is study. We would

also likto explore the effect of keeping the pictures within view while the'questions
. -

are asked.
)

The contest of 'the LARQ stories was developed ,from the actual experiences of

the participants; . This was a tremendously effective motivational tool. Children

looked forward to "Listening Time" to see mho would star. in the story. The main

character was always illustrated ih accurate attire so he would -be recognizable to the

group. The children enjoyed simple line drawings with attractive colors, enabling a

very amateurish artist (or an average teacher) to quickly draw the pictures on a daily

basis._

Children ip the Princeton Group were motivated by their active involveTent

in ongoing experiences related,t6 one unit that continually exposed them to engaging

new activities and materials.

LARC was impleMented with small groups of children; in classrooms. It was

manageable in terms of the numbers of children served and the time allotted; In the

pilot study, groups of four to six children were accommodated, and "Listening. Time"



sessions ranged from approximately ten to twenty minutes. 'It

two adults Ithejoresenter an recorder) to*participate during

with modificationsit'would e feasible for implementation by. .

was conducted successfOliYby one adUlt.

SinceLAReinvOlVed 4roups.of'childien in experience-based

Page 12

was advantageous for

PARTS I, and IL but

one adult; PART III

"Listening Time" was an

activities,

extension of the classroom's daily activities, rather than
c

an isolated, unrelated part of the school program. Art, cooking, science,, social

studies, music, gym, and free play activities formed the content of the stories used

at "Listening Time".,
k A

' The group procedures appear to have had'unantiCipated,,positiVe effectson

classroom group dynamics.- Teachers' reported that children imitated adult models who-
-,

provided support for children, by reassuring one another with Statements Iikei "iOu

can that _en. supportive coMments were observed to ccCur more-frequen11

following implementationuparticularly in the Princeton Group. .

LARC proVidedsystematicloridging procedures to develop both listening and

reading comprehension. Children in the MSC Group Were functiohing at a reading

readiness level. It is expected that the consisttct str cture.in-the story and

11

question format will give them helpful strategies .apply when they encounte21 written

material.

In PART III the vocabulary used i!il.the stories. WaS.introduced during the

"handt-on" experiences so children couId.deveIop meaningful content-word relationships.

The presentation of written stories,with gUeSt:ions that were already familiarto these

children:from the listening component, dissipated theli fears,of working' independently

with written material. Children quickly recognizedfamIliarivocabularysand gained

'confidence In their ability to complete the task successfully; The-repetition of

vocabulary ill oral and written form resulted in increased!:useof contextUal'clues

when a difficult word was encountered in the complementary, Unfamiliar commercial

stories: Finally, writing samples following implelentatiOn of LARC were longer, and

Often included setting and reaction statements that were not obserwad as frequently

prior to training. This appeared to be evidence of internalization and application
. ,

of the story grammar format.,

SUMMIT

The results obtained from the pilot study investigating an experiential

based story grammar approach to listening andreading comprehension, though far from

concluaive, are havertheless encOurag ng. The findings support the proposition that
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the carefully designed "frambwork" of LARC is indeed feasible and effective. Wei have

nPted, as with any initial programining.attempt, that various mpdifications and

procedural adjustments are in order. Results of the study have also raised several

interesting issues which support the need for further research in this area. All things
#

considered, it is our judgment that the LXRC Program has potehtial as an effective

intervention'tool in facilitating the development of comprehension skills:

ti

s.
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LISTENING PROGRAM STORIES D TEA 'PART: 2 STEP; 1

STORY #

When Ben came'to school,today, he foFnd a new table toy,

2, Note the

'initiating event

.11........1.=1..

HQ btgan o"build with the new color squares.
.

1

3,,:Note.the internal;

respons:or.plan

decided he wanted to look through the:red sguore;
. " . ,

. Note the attempt Ben put his face near the red square' and looked at the boyt,-,

,.w.

5, Notit the lrect

consequen

He saw' Adam and Howard-through the. square,
1., ,.

......... . ...

NOtethe

reactions

.0,

_Ben lifted to build. and-ltok-with-tlie"ntvilcOlor spa*
.

i
1 , I

1, prent Question ,, i Did Ben'find a new toy initchoo today? }r ;

4, II. . 4

YES .

.

NO

)

2.; Attempt Question,. '

11

.

DiclYBen-cnt theired,sgUfire?

I

,YES N

,.
Consequenie.,' ,

Question,'

.

, .

Did Ben, Iike building and looking. with '.the ignores?: .'22S
..

__Lc-

...

0

CHART'

.

f I

I.



PART_ it_ STEPS:

STEVEN

JAHES

AOAM

HOWARD

' tf

`6

Did Ben find a new toy n schopl toaay?

-1

Child's
Response +/

Did Ben cut the red square?

Did 'Ben like .and lookiing with
the sqVatis?

, f I

ti

'4



LISTENING PROGRAM. °RIES,
is.

DATE; 'PART] .2 STEP;

u

.4"

Note the

initiating event

N

Ot HowirPa sPeeck 'teacher Was'absen ,

Note the internal

response or plan

Howard "wanted ipeech anyway,';

Howard said "0,K,4 I'll do'boM1 constructions with legosi.

He built a boat and .a building,

.4

Note the

reactions

He enjoyed working with legOs and telling about his wOrk.

Attempt luestibn

Hive,speich

Build or 43or
CHART 3



LISTENING PROGRAM sTogns. DATEi

. . .

xTE k10101181
,.."...,

PA I-- STiPt 1.

STORY

,

.

,Set the stage

.14

.

1

,

. Tuesday, we,had a surprise our classroom,

,

Note the initiating

event

Kri Brown came Room with twelve very small quail egg
'4

i

&

%

Note the internal

response

,

.

.

Because he wanted to show us how to hatch them. .

,

'Note the internal

plan

'

Mr, Brown decided to put the eggs in a clear and ore* box called/an

incubator,

)
&

Note the attempt He made sure the wire was plugged in) and told the children to. leave it,

so the eggs would hatch, Water would be added so that the air would not

be too dry. /

.
.

.

Note the direct

consequence

.

If the air stays hot and wet;" the quails will hatch in sixteen daysi

,

. Note the reaction

,

Mr, Brown hoped we would take good care of the eggs so they would hatch,

I

,;,LJ`



LISTENINGP-ROGRAM STORIES -
DATE

TITLE, STURM

PART! STEP: l'
.

STORY #

'Event Question

.

WhO came to visit our classroom?
'

Mt-
I
Brown'

'

,

,

.

._

RespOnse-Queston .

,

.

..

why d d he btini twelve small eggs to the.classroom?
, .

Because hi wanted to show us how tO0 atch them;
.

.

,.

_...

.

.

0

Plan Ques t.,.__
. _ .

Where did Mr Brown decide to put the eggs?
,

It the incubatori,

./.

4i Attempt Question

.

,

,

.

vault water be added?
,

.

So the air would not be too atyi

ti5, Consequence Question. Would the eggs be ready to hatch?
.

In sixteen days;
.

.

,

.

..\

.

Reaction Question

,

\

.
.

, .

Whit did m ttownlope the'children would do?

Take good care of the eggs; ,

.

CHART 5,
01



11.524111.NORO_GRATIA . DATE:

TITLE,: THE CHICKS Conk HEX

PART: '3 STEP: 3

;EVontliietitiortV
.

Whb,bioughtback the phicklOolloom 1.9? .

,i
. I
'Andy;

L
1

Reeponse QueltiOn,

;

,
,

Hopi did oui tlaei think our chiqui were going t look?
,

= Different;
,

';'1.. Plan': Ques4On

__

,

scion

'

v
.

What did thehe class do first?

Took the chicks'outtf the brooder;
.........i..........-..........

Attempt .Why did we take the chicks out of #e brooder?
.

. Be-a0e We wanted to weigh them;

'COniequence Quest* Whep_dia the didki.hivtombs?
,

bn their heads
'.

.

AleaCtion Question.
__ __ _ _ _

How did Ahdy fiel,Whei thi4lass saw the chaiges inthe chickets
',

, ,-- Excited.-,

'" Ii .Inforeice, Question 1

t-

'-On;whilt.4ay tf, th6 week did Andy bring the chile back- fir a visit?

londayi

1 ;

g
. Inference, Questtonl

' r ,

, . ,

.
Do:thicks grow faster than babiei?

, .

Yes

5

4.4



LISTENING PROGRAM STORIES, DATE;
PART: STEP: 3

TITLE: THE.CHICKS COME BACK

.70

z

1; Event Question

2. Response UestiOn

3, Plan Question

r

4. Attempt Question Why did we take the chicks out of the brooder?

Because we wanted teweqh them.

5; Consequence Question 5. Where did the chicks have combs?

On their heads

q. ReaCtiOn Question

7. Inf, erence Question

8; Itference Question 2 Do chicks grow faster than babies?

Yes

ir), TOTALS
CHART 7



DATE:

CHILD'S NAME'

SANDRA

Listening Compre'henSiOn

Child '1 Response tS)
;.)

'Question ,'ire

k C> R

WILLIAM.
a.

7

4-

Reading Comprehension

Child's Restonse(s) +/-'

qu stop Type

E P ,A C R

..116 ,
DAVID

(

GROUP

TOTALS

GROUP

TOTALS

CHART 8' 9",
v


